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1 Introduction and motivation 

Intelligent robot control algorithms need and use more often data provided by intelligent external devices 

beside the information generated by the „traditional” internal sensors. One of the most important type of 

them is the visual information with the help of which it is possible the investigation of path planning, griping 

design and collision avoidance using the 3D data of the environment without physical interaction with the 

system.  

During the history of computer based image processing different techniques have been developed for 

extracting the 3D visual information. Many of them can be used only in special, more restricted cases such as 

range image sensors, but nowadays more systems apply images produced by simple (handheld) cameras.  

An important industrial application field is such a production environment where predefined rigid, man-

made objects have to be manipulated by the robot during the different operations (material movement, 

assembly, cutting, deburring, etc.). In this process the image processing applied in robot control system 

should solve the recognition of the objects in the environment (object recognition) and the determination of 

the relative pose (position and orientation) of the recognized objects. This task could effectively be supported 

by an object database containing the description of possible objects. For solving the problem there are many 

possible approaches, one of them is the stereo image processing. Earlier the only way to determine metric 

information was the careful, off-line calibration of cameras and fixing the camera parameters (position, 

orientation, focal length). The involvement of the projective geometry [1] into the theory made possible to 

eliminate the precalibration process. The drawback of the general projective description is that metrical data 

cannot be extracted without additional information.  

The chosen approach in the PhD Thesis wants to give a solution to the above problems. Its essence is that 

features (vertices, edges, edge chains) are separately determined in each camera image (view), then they are 

paired between the views (first phase). After this the projective structure of the scene is recovered that 

contains the 3D homogeneous coordinate description of the detected features (second phase). The next step 

is the object recognition, namely the identification of the objects appearing in the scene (third phase). This 

phase is supported by an object database that contains the 3D coordinates of the features of each object in a 

local, object relative frame and the invariants computed from them. The search in the database could be 

based only on such properties that are invariant to the general projective transformation (collineation) that 

describe the mapping from the projective description of the scene and the metric frames used in the object 

database. The applicable types of invariants are small due to the generality of the transformation, therefore 

the post processing of the results is required (verification, consolidation). The final step is the determination 

of the relative pose of the recognized objects. The relative pose can be converted to absolute one if the 

absolute pose of an object is known in the scene (fourth phase).  

During the research the motivation was to address the theoretically least restricted case in the imaging 

process and develop the full theory according to this assumption and determine the limits of its applicability. 

In the interest of generality uncalibrated cameras were assumed excluding precalibration or autocalibration. 
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It was also definitely a goal to develop and integrate the software components based on the proposed theory 

which can later freely be expanded, allows the replacement of the components and the comparison with 

existing or new methods. 

Other approaches would be possible too. In the first phase (low level image processing) Harris detector [16] 

was also implemented. Similarly SIFT [15] could also be chosen which determines keypoints that can be 

used in image matching. In the second phase the projective reconstruction could be achieved by the 

determination of the fundamental matrix or trifocal tensor with the use of robust RANSAC [17] technique. 

For the object recognition in the third phase there exist many methods, but these are usually task specific 

ones. In the fourth phase the presence of calibration can play important role because in case of calibrated 

cameras the 3D Euclidean coordinates of the features can be computed and the six independent parameters of 

the relative transformation can directly be determined.  

The literature of the image processing has been continuously evolved parallel in the robotics and in the 

general image processing. Robotics was one of the inspirators of the researches on the field of image 

processing. The different scientific schools knew each other and accepted and applied the results of each 

other. But important common action was only in 2007 when the International Journal of Computer Vision 

and the International Journal of Robotics Research published a joint Special Issue [19]. It is also important to 

mention that the evolution of image processing is not a closed process. On the field of object recognition it is 

expected that the combination of methods based on geometrical relations and statistical/local desciptors will 

be dominated in the future [18].  

2 The aim of the research 

The realization of a general purpose vision and object recognition system that has the capability similar to 

human vision is nowadays only a partially solved problem due to the difficulty and the complexity of the 

task. This thesis can also concentrate only to a limited field. The goal was to develop such a system that is 

able to determine the information required to robot control in industrial environment using uncalibrated 

cameras. It assumes the handling of predefined, rigid (the 3D shape is fixed) objects, whose structure can be 

described by simple 3D features (points/vertices, edges), the primitives (features) can be determined during 

preprocessing or extracted from other sources (e.g. CAD program). It was not goal of the thesis to discuss the 

information technology needed to build the database from professional software systems. 

During the investigations it is useful to distinguish between the database supporting the object recognition 

and the visual information provided by cameras about the scene. The scene can contain more objects at a 

time, their recognition is supported by the information stored in predefined database. The key element of the 

recognition is the determination of the features and the invariants calculated from them. 

The implementation of the system follows the phases of the processing, contains more connected modules. 

Therefore the thesis deals with the following areas: 
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• Development of a low level image processing system that achieves preprocessing and extracts 

features from the images describing the scene. In this case the input of the module is the raw camera 

image, the output is the graph containing the features and their relations. This module handles each 

image separately. 

• The cameras view the same part of the scene from slightly different position in space. Therefore 

during the processing it is necessary to determine the corresponding features, to solve the image 

matching (image registration) problem based on the camera images, to compute the attributes 

describing the features and the relations amongst features. The goal was to develop such an 

algorithm that can combine the advantages of feature based and correlation based methods. 

• The determination of the projective structure of the scene using the corresponding 2D image 

features. The algorithm must tolerate the missing data (a feature has no detected projection on one or 

more views) and reduce the influence of false matchings. 

• The object recognition that uses invariants calculated from scene description to recognize known 

objects stored in the database. During the recognition the pairings between the model and scene 

features must be determined and the linear transformation (collineation) between the scene and 

object frames must be calculated. 

• The determination of the relative pose (position and orientation) between recognized objects in the 

scene which could directly be used in robot control algorithms. 

The aim of the long term research was to develop a frame system that enables the testing and evaluation of 

the developed methods.  

3 Methods of researches 

During the research many theoretical and practical methods are applied. In the theoretical investigations the 

aim was to determine such algorithms where the results of classical image processing, robust methods of 

linear algebra and standard nonlinear optimization methods could be applied. 

Although the tasks were complex the aim was to create a system that can easily be modified to support 

the testing of different methods and parametrizations. Consequently the operation of the system can be 

influenced by a large number of parameters, but compromises were needed in order to retain generality, 

running time and flexibility. 

The algorithms and programs were written in C/C++ using some freely available software libraries such 

as VXL, ImageMagick. The system contains UNIX/Linux shell scripts that connect the modules together. 

The simulated scene images are created with Blender, the numerical results are plotted with GNUPlot. 
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4 Summary of the new scientific results 

Thesis Group 1. – Development of low level image processing methods, feature extraction, and image 

matching. 

 

I developed new methods to solve certain problems occuring in the low level and image matching phase of 

the processing (PhD Thesis, Chapter 2). Publications related to the thesis group: [s1], [s3], [s10].  

 

1.1. The edge chains must be splitted in order to fit simple geometric primitives (line sections, second order 

curves) onto them. Two possible solutions were proposed. 

i) I developed a new method that performs local curve fittig for edge chains and determines the curvature in 

each point. In order to achive the edge splitting also in those cases where the local curvature is not large (at 

the meeting of line and arc) I developed a template based edge segmentation method, which determines the 

endpoints using correlation based technique.  

ii) I also developed an alternative solution that is based on the Hough transform [2], which determines the 

splitted edge image by processing  the parameter space and evaluating the relations between fitted lines and 

the original edge chains. 

 

1.2. Using the results found in the literature [3], [4] I developed a new method for the refinement of the 

feature map which can simplify the detected structure of the images beside preserving the topologycal 

structure. I gave a method for the simplification possibilities in different cases, the handling of special 

situations and the computation of the parameter updates during the simplifications. I gave the relations 

needed to build the graph describing the scene. 

 

1.3. I developed a new method that combines the feature (parameter) based and the correlation (intensity) 

based techniques in the frame of graph matching algorithm. The defined cost function is minimized applying 

deterministic annealing method. 

 

 

Figure 1. Edge splitting with the application of templates to the curvature function 
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Figure 2. Determined features and the graph containing relations between them 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Solution of an image matching problem 
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Thesis Group 2. – Projective reconstruction based on features extracted from images 

 

I worked out two methods to recover the 3D projective structure which are based on the results produced by 

the algorithms described in Thesis Group 1 (PhD Thesis, Chapter 3). Publications related to the thesis 

group: [s9], [s11], [s12],[s13]. 

 

2.1. I gave a new parametrization for the calculation of the scaling factors (projective depths, ijρ ) in the 

point projection equation jiijjiijij QPqq == γπρ ) that minimizes the number of parameters and allows 

consistent estimation. This method can be used for point features. The proposed separability (grouping) of 

the parameters enables the iterative solution of the minimization of the nonlinear cost function 
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2.2. Modifying the cost functions in 2.1 I developed a new method that is able to handle both point and line 

features. In case of the pinhole camera model (used throughout the Thesis) the projection matrix for lines 
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where )(),( kiikikif LGllP ×=  or kikikif LSUlP )(),( = , kL  is the Plücker vector of the line, ikS  is the 

plane of the backprojected line ikl , and )( ikSU  is the matrix representing the plane.  

The applied geometric relations enable the use of iterative methods in case of configurations containing both 

points and lines where the unknowns can be estimated in robust closed form (SVD) in each iteration step 

while other parameters held fixed. 

 

2.3. For both cases I worked out solutions for the initialization of the iterative algorithms, namely for the 

determination of the initial values of the unknowns (projection matrices, 3D feature coordinates). I examined 

the robustification possibilities of the algorithms and proposed a method based on weighting factors that 

reduces (partly eliminates) the effect of wrong data (outliers) during the different iteration steps.  
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The application of the quasi-affine transformation [6] makes it possible to determine the relative placement 

of features. Based on them I defined an invariant function that increases the selectivity of the query in the 

database during object recognition.  

 

  

Figure 4. The output of the projective reconstruction algorithms reprojected onto a camera image. 

(Left: points-only algorithm, Right: algorithm uses points and lines) 

 

  

Figure 5. Robotic example: Output of the projective reconstruction algorithms reprojected onto image. 

(Left: points-only algorithm, Right: algorithm uses points and lines) 
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Thesis Group 3. – Object recognition using projective invariants and predefined object database. 

 

I developed an object recognition method that is based on 3D permutation and projective invariants. I 

worked out the indexing method used during the query into the database  and gave solution to the post 

processing (verification and consolidation) of the results (PhD Thesis, Chapter 4). Publications related to 

the thesis group: [s1], [s2], [s5], [s6], [s7], [s12], [s13]. 

 

3.1. By improvement of the theory found in literature [7], [8], [9] I developed a new computation method 

based on sterographic projection that retains the values of the projective invariants against permutations. I 

examined the probability density function of the invariants playing central role in database indexing and 

determined such periodic functions which make the density almost uniform in order to apply simple 

Euclidean distance metric during indexing.  

 

3.2. In order to reduce the complexity of the database used in the object recognition, the applied indexing 

method should be permutation invariant. On the other hand it is necessary to assure the unique pairing of the 

features between the resulted candidate configurations and the input of the query. Hence I developed new 

pairing methods for the four important cases (6 points, 2 lines and 3 points, 3 lines and 2 points, 5 lines), 

where the first three are minimal invariant configurations. In case of six points I also gave the robustified 

version of the solution. Since for the minimal invariant configuration of 4 lines the unique pairing method is 

not known, therefore I proposed the application of new, 5 lines configuration and proved that also in this line 

only case it is possible to determine the unique pairing. 

 

 

Figure 6. The different periodic functions applied to the stereographic projective invariants and the resulted 

density functions 
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3.3. The invariants used during indexing are up to 15 dimensional vectors. In order to eliminate the effect of 

„course of dimensionality” problems occuring in higher dimensions I proposed the application of the X-tree 

indexing structure [10] in the object database. For the proposed database handling I developed a framework 

that is based on invariants, uses Euclidean distance metric function and able to store additional attributes. 

I developed a verification algorithm that calculates the collineation describing the mapping between the 

scene-model feature pairs. The algorithm tests the validity of the candidate collineations searching for 

additional feature pairs that support (are conform with) the collineation. This eliminates the effects of the 

false positive results from the output of the query. I gave three different solutions to the calculation of the 

collineation (points only algorithm, algorithm that eliminates scaling factors but yields nonlinear equations, 

algorithm that uses geometric relations). I proposed a method for optional nonlinear refinement. I examined 

the distribution of the collineations and showed that clustering procedures [11], [12] must be used to 

consolidate the candidates and gave the requirements of the clustering algorithms. 

 

  

Figure 7. Output of the object recognition in case of simulated scene 

 

3.4 I worked out and alternative method that uses Bayes technique [14] and 2D image features and is based 

on the special approximation of the probability distributions. In order to solve the pairing between features, 

tree search method is proposed that assumes affine viewpoint transformation and updates the transformation 

estimates using Kalman filter. 
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Thesis Group 4. – Calculation of the relative metric transformation between recognized objects, 

investigation of the applicability of the results in robot control algorithms 

 

I gave solutions to the computation of the relative metric transformation between the recognized objects that 

takes into account the constraints for the transformation matrix. I showed how the transformation can be 

inserted into intelligent robot control systems (PhD Thesis, Chapter 5). Publications related to the thesis 

group: [s1], [s2], [s4], [s5], [s6], [s7], [s8], [s12], [s13]. 

 

4.1. I proposed an algorithm to calculate the relative metric transformation amongst recognized objects 

following the two different paths between the projective and metric reference frames which uses the 

collineations determined in 3.3 above. I gave the insertion of the relative metric transformations into the 

robot graph. The relative transformations can be turned into absolute ones if the Euclidean coordinates of one 

of the recognized objects are known in a world reference frame. 

 

4.2 I worked out methods that enforces constraints against the relative metric transformation. This makes 

possible to calculate the closest (in Frobenius norm) valid transformation satisfying the constraints. I 

examined the applicability of different matrix decomposition methods [13] and proposed a decomposition of 

the relative transformation between the objects:  
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where the rotation, mirroring and stretching parts are determined with polar decomposition. I also developed 

an alternative nonlinear solution that directly enforces the constraints onto elements of the matrix. (In the 

formulas P  denotes the projection, T  is the translation, Θ  is the rotation, ∆  is the mirroring, Σ  is the 

stretching, s  is the scaling.) 

 

Figure 8. Reference frames used in Euclidean reconstruction for two objects 
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Figure 9. Typical configuration in a robotic application and the corresponding robot graph 

 

 

Figure 10. Robotic example: Sample objects used in object recognition 
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5 Applications 

The new scientific results are the outcome of a long term research. The methods and the algorithms made it 

necessary to develop a software framework that continuously evolved over the time according to the 

requirements. Every algorithm was tested both in itself and in the system. During this I performed 

simulations in order to examine the behaviour of the modules and set the parameters as optimal as possible. 

In some cases during these experiments it was possible the automatic tuning of the parameters eliminating 

manual settings.  

I developed a program modul that can be used to create 3D object model data from the software (open source 

Blender) used to create simulated scene. This component extract the data, simplifies the wireframe model 

and enables the application of data in the object recognition system. 

I experimentally proved the applicability of the developed algorithms and softwares. The system was tested 

both with simulated and real data. I performed the comparison of the low level phase of the developed 

system with SIFT [15] and Harris [16] algorithms, the PhD Thesis contains more figures about the results. 

The results of the research are published in international and national journal articles, book chapters and 

conference proceedings papers in English.  

The research results were built into the successfully closed projects of Hungarian National Research 

Programs under grant No. OTKA T 16855, T 29072, T 42534 and the currently running project of OTKA K 

71762 (2008-2012) “Advanced control theory and artificial intelligence tools of ground, aerial and marine 

robots “ and NKTH RET 04/2004 “Advanced Vehicles and Vehicle Control Knowledge Center”. 
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